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 Adaptive's Customer
Conference Date has
moved to April 2021

After much deliberation among our Conference
Planning team, we decided to reschedule this

year’s Customer Conference to April 2021. 

There are just too many uncertainties this year
around the COVID virus, business travel

limitations, and the economy in general. We
remain committed to holding an event that
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is educational, safe, healthy,
and a fun experience for all.

3DEXPERIENCE Forum: A
Virtual Journey

The 3DEXPERIENCE Form has moved to a Virtual
meeting format and will hold its �rst meeting July

29th. There are four meetings planned over a
span of four months. Each conference will

address the latest in topics on manufacturing and
supply chain, design and innovation, modeling

and simulation,
and Cloud solutions.

eBook: 4 Reasons why ENOVIA
is Right for Document

Management

Read the ebook: Solving the Enterprise
Content Management Dilemma for

Manufacturers. This eBook provides an overview
of how ENOVIA, part of Dassault Systèmes

industry-leading 3DEXPERIENCE PLM platform,
provides comprehensive and robust functionality
to suit any manufacturer’s content management

needs.

Making Di�cult PCB Design
Decisions - Webinar on
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Demand

Watch the Adaptive and Digital Engineering On
Demand WEBINAR: Making di�cult PCB design

decisions to minimize electromagnetic
interference. As IOT products devices get smaller
and more powerful, balancing design goals, high

speed,
high density, low power, and reasonable cost

is challenging.

Creaform Releases
MetraSCAN BLACK

Creaform recently introduced the latest version of
the MetraSCAN 3D® lineup. The new product line
features advanced optical CMM scanner designed

to perform metrology-grade 3D measurements
and inspections right on the production �oor. 4X's

FASTER, 4X's Resolution, Maximum versatility,
No warm-up time needed! 

100 Ways Manufacturers are
Reinventing Their Supply

Chains - Webinar on Demand

Watch the Webinar on Demand

100+ Ways Modern Manufacturers are
Reinventing Their Supply Chains

Markforged recently held a webinar where they
shared insights from a wide scope of industrial 3D

printing applications of over 100 active
Markforged customers. Learn four main areas of
how additive is helping manufacturers drive high

value right NOW!
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Reduce Wasted Engineering
Time To Improve Pro�tability

Did you know...One-third of an engineers’ time
is spent on non–value added work, including

searching for information (25%), checking data in
and out (18%), incorporating changes made by

others (16%), and recreating data they can’t �nd
(14%). To learn more read our Blog "Reduce

Wasted Engineering Time to Improve Pro�tability"

Transform Your Organization
with Quality 4.0

Do you have a Quality 4.0 strategy?
This Quality 4.0 report notes those organizations

that have implemented a Quality 4.0 initiative
achieve a 90th percentile performance in quality

and manufacturing metrics and overcome the old
idea that the role of Quality and its expertise is

siloed. Learn about the top 8 use cases for
Quality 4.0 revealed in the report.

LEASING & FINANCING OFFER!

Learn how leasing can help you get the PLM software, 3D Printing, or 3D Scanning
technology you need sooner rather than later. 

Buy or Lease NOW, PAY LATER - 90 Day Skip Payment Program
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Markforged 3D Metal Printing
on Demand in a 3:1:1

Con�guration 

(3) Metal X 3D Printers along with (1) Sinter
Oven

and (1) Wash Station

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE

Creaform Promos!
New Pricing and Bundles for
HANDYSCAN 307 & GO!SPARK

also
3DScanning Equipment

Trade Up O�er

CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE

Terms from 12 - 60 months
Includes Hardware, Software, Training, Maintenance, etc.
Potential Tax Savings
 

CONTACT US TODAY to see if one of our Deferred Payment Options
may be right for you!

 

PRODUCT PROMOTIONS

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK 

 

"Great help in getting my issue resolved."

"Barton did a great job at resolving the issues we were having and more."
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"Another stellar performance from the Adaptive Support Team.
Thanks for the continued support."

"I am not familiar with the software that was required, but Ti�anie Ballard
was

a great help and made the process simple."

"I thought the support I received was very professional and helpful. 
The tech was able to provide me all the info I needed. 

He was very professional and knowledgeable of the questions I had."

"Dimitri was great to work with."

"Thank you for your help and patience. We were able to upgrade/install
with no problems."

"Florian did a great, �nding a solution for the 3DExperience and Catia
troubles that I had."

"Working, mostly with Kurt has been great, he is responsive and involved in
my search."

"Ti�any was great in connecting us right away!"

"Bart helped me troubleshoot on why the CATIA software wasn't working
properly on my desktop. He was a great help. Overall, Bart did an

awesome job. Thank you again."
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